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"What Is Truth?" Expanding Horizons

Discover new platforms for engagement

and innovative ways to explore T

Hakanson's masterpiece, “What Is Truth?”

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, June 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- T Hakanson's

transformative book, “What Is Truth?”,

is set to expand its reach with several

exciting upcoming projects. This

powerful work, which addresses the

challenges faced by Christians in a

skeptical world, will soon be available

on multiple new platforms, allowing for

greater accessibility and engagement.

One of the major upcoming releases is

the availability of “What Is Truth?” on

BookBub. This platform will make the

book more accessible to a broader

audience, providing spiritual and

intellectual nourishment to those seeking answers in a confusing world. The BookBub release is

anticipated to attract readers who are eager to explore the convergence of faith, logic, and

scientific principles as presented by Hakanson.

In addition to the BookBub release, an audiobook version of “What Is Truth?” is currently in

production. This format will cater to readers who prefer to consume content on the go, making it

easier for them to engage with Hakanson's powerful message. The audiobook promises to bring

the book's insights to life with an interesting narration that deeply resonates with listeners.

To further enhance reader engagement, Hakanson is launching a new website dedicated to his

works and upcoming projects. This website will serve as a hub for insightful articles, updates on

future releases, and a platform for readers to connect with Hakanson directly. The initiative aims

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/What-Truth-T-Hakanson/dp/166288768X/ref=sr_1_1?dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.MRk-5H-nqfFFRgv8R24ZiZKJ51yV1sFN1Q-KGX48T9XGjHj071QN20LucGBJIEps.F_hDf4WNvFP85OXEuIeaxc9GqozNLcvZxSbomLZLciM&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;qid=1719420278&amp;refinements=p_27%3AT+Hakanson&amp;s=books&amp;sr=1-1&amp;text=T+Hakanson
https://www.amazon.com/What-Truth-T-Hakanson/dp/166288768X/ref=sr_1_1?dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.MRk-5H-nqfFFRgv8R24ZiZKJ51yV1sFN1Q-KGX48T9XGjHj071QN20LucGBJIEps.F_hDf4WNvFP85OXEuIeaxc9GqozNLcvZxSbomLZLciM&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;qid=1719420278&amp;refinements=p_27%3AT+Hakanson&amp;s=books&amp;sr=1-1&amp;text=T+Hakanson
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to build a community of individuals committed to

exploring and embracing the truth of God.

Additionally, readers and potential audiences can

now view the cinematic book trailer for “What Is

Truth?” on Explora Books’ social media channels:

Youtube, Facebook, Instagram, and Vimeo. This

visually engaging trailer offers a glimpse into the

deep themes of the book and sets the stage for the

enlightening journey it promises. The trailer is

designed to captivate viewers and provide a visual

representation of the book's core messages.

Stay tuned for the BookBub release, the upcoming

audiobook, and the launch of the new website, all of

which will make What Is Truth? more accessible and

engaging than ever before.

T Hakanson's “What Is Truth?” is available for

purchase on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other

leading digital book stores worldwide. 
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